
 
Lecture Title: East Asia’s Economic Rise – Japan and the Four 
Little Dragons (South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and 
Singapore)ƉǵÃƽǉƽƨĜçIżƉ−Ɖ±¿ƤƽǉƽƨUuƆƉ−Ɖ
ŹX,Ié, Ƃè, ǈǲǃǤǴǮ)   
 
Japan 
 
•  Japan benefited enormously (1āƻƵƖ�Ɲ) from the Korean 

War [½ƅ��](1950 – 1953). By the late 1950s, Japan had 
recovered economically (ĜçĀƧV�ƚƮƚƝ) after the 
devastation (ĭ�) of World War Two (ē	Î�úe�) [see 
photo of Tokyo in mid-March 1945].  

 
•  After WWII (ē	Î�úe��Ƨ), Washington guaranteed 

Japan’s security (ǱǈǲǓǲƩ±¿ƨ�mƻċ�ƚƮƚƝ). As 
a result (ĝÄƤƚƢ), Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida [JøĬ
ƁĆ] and his successors (�Ġ) could focus more time and 
effort on developing and strengthening [ƎƸöÇƦƥƧƵƠƢ
XqƨþwƻƩƓƸƘƤ] the post-war Japanese economy (�
�ƨ±¿ƨĜç) [Note the ‘Yoshida Doctrine’ -JøǔǅǓǭǲ
ǵƵƚƞǔǅǓǭǲǶƩƊĜçþwƻXqƨ»#$ĿžƤƚc�
Ʃ�j=ƣİƐXqƨ¯ŧ].  

 
•  Japan’s post-war security relationship with the US [ėXƤƨ±
¿ƨ��ƨ�mŭ�] however was often Tokyo’s most 
difficult and most important challenge. [See Photo: “A Little 
Girl Killed by a U.S. Military Truck [ƽǧǭǂƨŌƨǓǬǏǅ],” 
from ‘One Million Screams’ [ÜĢ100�ƨHƫ] (1968). 
Photographer: Kyoko Ureshino]  
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•  Highly effective industrial policies (ŷ|Ƨ;ÄĀƦöÇ¨
Ė) adopted by Tokyo (¡÷ƚƝ) resulted in an incredible 
(ƫƠƖƷƜƸƵƐƦ) 10% economic growth rate [10%ƨĜ
ç�ũñ] in the 1950s and 1960s [see photo of Yoshinori 
Sakai [[�ƇĤ4] at the 1964 Summer Olympics in Tokyo 
(1964~ÃǁǭǲǝǏǅ)].  

•  In 1965, Japan passed West Germany [ķǔƾǐ] to become 
the world’s second richest economy [see table on Page 3]. 

 
•  The Vietnam War (1955 - 1975) [ǢǓǕǦ��] also created 

an economic boom (i·×) for American allies (ǱǈǲǓǲ
ƨKĂX) such as Japan. In 1972, Okinawa was returned to 
Tokyo’s control.  

 
•  However, the summer of 1971 also witnessed [Ą¥ĥƣƎ
Ƹ] the so-called [ƏƺƳƸ] ‘Nixon shocks’ (ǖǅǌǲǈǫǏ
ǅ).  

•  In addition to other serious issues, Tokyo was only told 
about US-China rapprochement talks (ė�QĻAł) and 
this dramatic change  in Washington’s China policy (Ǳǈǲ
Ǔǲƨ�Xƨ¨ĖƧơƏƢeƕƦbº) less than one hour 
before the international media were told about it [see photo 
of US President Richard Nixon (ǭǎǩǴǔǳǖǅǌǲėeĞ
Ż) and PRC Premier Zhou Enlai (N'�Â' (�XƨŸPq
ƣ'ö�Ĥƨ�tĥ) in February 1972].  
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•  In general however, ties between Japan and the USA (±
ėŭ�) remained strong and steady (�ƖƢmnƚƝ).  

•  In the 1970s, the greatest challenge [»eƨĿž] to 
Japan’s growth was the ‘oil crisis’ of 1973-74 (ĊÞB
Í /ǁƾǮǈǫǏǅ), which was caused by the effects of 
the Yom Kippur War (ēUÎ�Ã��) between Israel 
and its Arab neighbours in October 1973.  

•  However, as Cohen argues about Japan’s extraordinary 
economic rise (ý|ƦƨĜçIż), ‘its troubles (Ī:) 
[in the mid-1970s] could not disguise [bĴƜƸ] the fact 
that over the previous two decades, Japan’s economic 
power had grown rapidly. It was now one of the world’s 
wealthiest countries [�úƨ»ƲĵďƦXƨ�ơ]. Its 
people enjoyed a standard of living (生活水準) 
comparable [ÔŏƣƕƸ] to that of Americans or 
Western Europeans. Its industrialists [oÇq] had 
demonstrated that they could produce products of the 
highest quality [»�Ĕƨ], creating a worldwide 
demand [�ú�ƨŶĸ] for Japanese goods. The 
resurrection  [�á] of Japan’s economy after its 
devastating defeat [�©] in World War II [ē	Î�ú
e�] had come with unimagined [�!ƧğƜƸ] 
speed’ (Cohen, 2000: 424) [see 1960s tourist promotion 
photo with Tokyo Tower (built in 1958) in the 
foreground (��) / see also ‘Kei Car’ [Ŏħ<ŋ]  
photo]. 
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South Korea [ŹX] 

•  The South Korean strategy for economic development [Ĝç
þwƧsƜƸ�û] was nearly identical [ƭƤƼƥKƛƣƎƠ
Ɲ] to the export-focused model (ő-ţĹƨǨǒǮ) adopted 
by Japan [±¿Ƨ¡÷ƚƝ].  

 
•  After a brief but failed period of democracy [Ö��Ĥƨĉ
ƏƔƊg©ƚƝ¾Ŭ] after Syngman Rhee’s resignation (Á�
¶' [ƷǳƚƴƐƪƼ]ƨŒ��Ƨ), in May 1961, General Park 
Chung-hee [ÀÏíǵǚǅǳǎǫǲǛ)] seized (£ƯƮƚƝ) 
control of the government in a coup d'état (ǅǴǒǍǴ) [see 
photo of Park (ǚǅ) and also with his daughter, Park Geun-
hye (ÀÊ�ǵǚǅǳǅǗ) -eŹÖXƨ¨ßqƊeŹÖXē
18�eĞŻƣƎƸ]. 

•  American help was very important (緊要) to South Korea’s 
economic development [ŹXƨĜçþw]. South Korea for 
example was given special access (ïÐƽǅǋǊ) to the US 
market (ėX{^).  

•  In a mark of gratitude (�Łƨ×�ƟƻĲČƜƸƝƱƧ /č
ƻ-Ɯ) for Washington’s post-war generosity (ǱǈǲǓǲƓƶ
��ƨC�) and assistance to South Korea, Park (ǚǅ) sent 
(�âƚƝ) two combat divisions (�ůŠŪ) (totalling just 
over 300,000 soldiers [30�(`]) to fight in the Vietnam 
War [ǢǓǕǦ��]Ɖ(see photo) . 
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•  The South Korean economy benefitted (1āƻƵƖ�Ɲ) from the 

Vietnam War (ǢǓǕǦ��) through billions (十億) of US dollars in 
the form of cash (óŦ) and contracts (ǜǉǗǊhĚ) for Korean 
companies that supplied the Americans demands for war-related 
materials (��ŭŚƨň) and cheap consumer goods (m�Ʀå
ņŃ).  

•  In the eighteen years of his dictatorship [ðĳ] (1961-1979), Park was 
largely successful in his objective [ǚǅƩ�Ƨ�ƨĄĀƧ�8ƚƢ
ƏƮƚƝ] of building a powerful, economically well developed, and 
wealthy South Korea (�eƣƊĜçĀƧƵƖþŜƚƢƊĵďƦŹX) 
[see satellite photo (ı´+ć) of Korea at night]. 

•  In the years before his assassination (¹Ò) in 1979, Park oversaw (ă
ĈƚƝ) the creation of huge and highly diversified (Ƅ�ƧdÉ>ƚ
Ƣ) industrial conglomerates (ŃŮ), which were known as the 
‘chaebol’ in Korean [see picture] [ǎƿǣǮ'/ŃŮ' ('ŹXƨǎƿǣǮ
Ʃ±¿ƨę/ÈřƧĆ�ƜƸ].In 1981, the country’s exports [ŹX
ƨő-R] totalled an incredible [ƫƠƖƷƜƸƵƐƦ] $20 billion (200
"ƨėǔǮ), a sum twenty times the amount exported in 1970 [1970
~Ƨő-ƙƹƝťƨ20�].  

•  In the 1980s however, anger amongst South Korea’s increasing 
middle-class (�öűě), and calls for reform from WashingtonƉ(Ǳ
ǈǲǓǲƓƶŹXƨ2�ƧsƚƢƩ¦ŸƨaƔƄƓƠƝ) forced the 
South Korean military (Ō) to finally accept political reforms and free 
elections (ħùŝ ) in 1987. 
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Taiwan [Ié] 
 
•  In Taiwan, in the 1950s and 1960s, Washington [ǱǈǲǓǲ] 

arranged the trade and exchange of US products (ƽǧǭǂƨĶ
R), factories (ėXƨz^), and equipment, which had a 
dramatic effect (6ĀƦ�źƻFƗƝ) on increasing Taiwan’s 
Gross National Product (GNP) (XÖġõö) [XÖġõöƤ
ƏƐ,XÖĜçƨõöîƧsƜƸ��ġſ].  

 
•  After Taiwan’s political status and security stabilised (¨ßĀ
ƦZ�Ƥ�mƔmnƚƝ�Ƨ) in the 1950s, foreign 
investment (cX�ň), particularly from Japan and the USA, 
flowed into (ã&ƚƝ) the island. 

•  Taiwan chose to follow the Japanese example [±¿ƨ�Ƨ�
Ɛ] and to focus on an export strategy (ő-�û) to stimulate 
economic growth (Ĝç�ũƻ�x3ëƜƸƝƱƧ). Between 
1959 and 1965, Taiwan’s foreign trade increased at the 
phenomenal rate of 22 per cent a year [IéƨcXŇ³ƩƊ
_9ƚƮƚƝƇ 1~Ƨơƕ22ǚǴǋǲǓƨƃýĀƦñ / 22%ƨ
Ĝç�ũñ]. 

•  By the mid-1960s, a large number of multinational 
corporations (�����) set up (ĽƗƝ) companies and 
factories in Taiwan in order to utilise (1÷ƜƸ) its cheap 
work force (m�Ʀ: 7) to manufacture products for export 
(ő-÷ĶRƻĶřƜƸƘƤ).  
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•  Chiang Kai-shek’s [���] (the top authoritarian political 
leader [�%2ƤƏƐ¨ß2�ƨÌk�ĤĀƦĞßĥ] in 
Taiwan from 1950 until his death in 1975) also proved 
himself adept (T÷) at readjusting (*ŀ«ƜƸ) to some 
difficult challenges in the 1970s [see photo of Chiang (�
��) and Mao Zedong (ÕÝÃ) during WWII (ē	Î�
úe�)]. For example, US-PRC rapprochement [ƽǧǭǂ
�Ƥ�XQĻ], expulsion from the UN (XŚƓƶŗ§), 
and the oil crisis of 1973 (ǁƾǮǈǫǏǅ).  

 
•  As Cohen notes, “By 1979, tiny Taiwan was the twenty-first 

largest trading country in the world [��
21����	
����] and it soon was second only to Japan in the 
amassing of foreign reservesƈ[cńê�ƄƻįƑƸƘƤ] 
’ (Cohen, 2000:430). 

 
•  Taiwan also became a democratic country (Ö��ĤX). 

Opposition parties [Ť%] in Taiwan were tolerated [rľ
ƙƹƝ] by the Taipei government after 1986, thirty-eight 
years of martial law [�D�] ended in 1987, and the 
country held its first ever post-war (��ƨ) democratic 
presidential elections [Ö�ĀƦeĞŻŝ ] in 1996 [See 
photo of Lee Teng-hui, “the father of Taiwan's 
democracy” (李登輝' (ǭǴǳǑǲǞƿ) -5ġĞƨÁÿŐƩ
XÖ%ƨðĳ¨ßƻ�ƚIé)ƣƨÖ�>ƻtƏƝ]. 
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Hong Kong [Ƃè] 
  
•  Hong Kong, a city territory (š{ƨŻY), and a British 

colony [īXƨÆÖZ] since the First Opium War [»0
ƨƽǡǲ��] (1839 to 1842), was another ‘dragon’ (U
uƆ) that witnessed tremendous economic growth [ƃý
ĀƦĜç�ũ] in the post-Second World War era (��
ƨµ�).  

 
•  One of the colony’s key advantages [ÆÖZƨ�ĸƦ1
ì] was its geographical location (ZôĀƦ�ģ) as a 
regional hub [Z\ƨǘǟ] for trade between south China, 
Mainland China, and surrounding economies [NœX] 
such as Taiwan and Japan [see maps –'�úƨ�Gƨ@.
ƩƀİÍƣ
µŬ�)ƧƂèƬİƖƘƤƔƣƕƮƜ].  

 
•  The British colony [īXƨÆÖZ] greatly benefitted (1
āƻƵƖ�Ɲ) from the US need for war goods [��Ń] 
and other materials during the Korean War (½ƅ��). 
The territory also benefitted (1ƻ�Ƹ) from refugees [Ŵ
Ö] and capital [ň¿] from Mainland China [�XeŰ] 
after the Chinese Civil War [�Xƨ)�].  

•  Hong Kong’s decision-makers (Ƃèƨ��Ûnĥ) 
realised early that they would have to focus on exports [ő
-Ƨų�ƜƸƘƤ] and on competing within a small 
number of business sectors [Çđ] if they wanted to 
survive [õƕÑƸƘƤ] and prosper [ÅƑƸƘƤ] in the 
global economy [ǆǰǴǙǮĜç].  
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•  American support and mutual interests [����] were instrumental [ŷ
|ƧţĸƦ] to Hong Kong’s economic success. US consumers [ėXƨå
ņĥ] purchased huge amounts [ĦeƦťƻŉ&ƚƝ] of Hong Kong-
manufactured goods [ƂèĶřR], and US companies built factories (z
^) in Hong Kong and made the most of (»eƧƜƸ) the territory’s cheap 
labour force [m�Ʀ: 7].  

•  In addition, the Vietnam War [ǢǓǕǦ��] also helped the city to 
experience an economic boost [i·×]. There was also a higher number of 
American military personnel [Ō�] on leave [�¸�ƣ] in Hong Kong, 
and a rise in the number of bargain-hunting [�ƚĄŅƏ] US tourists [see 
night-view of Hong Kong].  

•  The city territory [š{ƨŻY] experienced rapid economic growth [Ƅ�
Ĝç�ũ] in the years from 1969 to 1982.  

 
•  However, uncertainty [�n] over the colony’s political status [¨ßĀƦZ
�] also created instability [Ĝçƨ�mn�] and affected [MnĀƧ�ź
Ƨ] investor confidence [�ňĥƨ�Ž]. Hong Kong was scheduled to be 
returned to China in July 1997 [see transfer ceremony photo -Ƃèƨ�X
ŖŞ].  

 
•  Hong Kong’s business elites [�ÇǀǭǴǓųW] helped to address this 

uncertainty by transferring many factories across the border to the cheap 
labour force market of communist China ['ö�Ĥƨ�Xƨm�Ʀ: 
7], which had opened up its economy along capitalist lines [ň¿�ĤǨǒ
Ǯ] after late 1978 (see the Era of Reform and Opening Up [1978~Ƨ�
XƩĜç¨ĖƻeƕƖō¤ƚƊƏƇƺƇƳƇƸƇƌƇ¦ŸƇū§¨ƇĖƇƍƇƻ¡Ƈ÷ƚ
Ɲ]).  

 

 
'
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SingaporeƉ[ǈǲǃǤǴǮ] 
 
•  The city-state [ðĒš{Ɠƶ�ƸXq] was a major British 

colony [īXƨÆÖZ] and military and naval base [ŌƤä
Ō]Z] within British Malaya [ƾǄǭǊƨǥǬǪ] from 
1819 until 1965.  

•  As with Hong Kong, Singapore benefitted from (1āƻƵƖ
�Ɲ) its geographical position [ZôĀƦ�ģ] at the gates 
of the strategically vital [�ûĀƧţĸƦ] Strait of 
Malacca [ǥǬǏǂäy], its links to Malaysia [ǥǯǴǈƽ] 
and Indonesia [ƾǲǔǗǈƽ], and as a hub [Z\ƨǘǟ] 
and key link [ţĸƦäè] in a chain of ports [èƨŨ] 
connecting the economies of Europe, the Middle East [�
Ã], South Asia, and South-east Asia [see map].  

 
•  Singapore declared independence [ðĒƻpļƚƝ] from 

Great Britain in August 1963 and sought to remain [ƮƮƧ
ØƱ] a part of the new Malaysia [ǥǯǴǈƽ].  

•  The hostile [¬sĀƦ] Malay-dominated federation (Śş) 
[ǥǯǴǈƽƩdÖ°XqƣƜƔǷdªÖ°ƩǥǯǴ�ƣ
ƜƋ] however did not trust [�ŽƦƓƠƝ] the mostly ethnic 
Chinese Singaporeans [�XęƨǈǲǃǤǴǮ�]. In 1965, 
the Malaysia federation [ǥǯǴǈƽƨŚş] voted to expel 
Singapore from Malaysia [ǥǯǴǈƽ�ƩƊǈǲǃǤǴǮ
'QXƻǥǯǴǈƽƓƶ§-ƜƸƘƤƻĎÛƚƮƚƝ].  
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•  After 1965, the future did not look positive for the young 

city-state [ðĒš{Ɠƶ�ƸXq] (the Republic of 
Singapore [ǈǲǃǤǴǮ'QX] since August 1965).  

•  Singapore’s solution [Ļĕ] was an export-oriented 
development strategy [ő-�Lƨūþ�û] similar to [K
ÉƧ] strategies adopted by Japan, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. 
They sought to attract foreign investment [äcƓƶƨ�ň
ƨOƫŔưƘƤ], and to prioritise [#$ƜƸƘƤ] on 
particular niche areas [®ƝƦŲŬöÇ] such as 
electronics[ŵlÍT], telecommunications [ŵ×Ř�], 
shipbuilding [řĩÇ], and petroleum processing [ĊÞĘ
Ķ].  

•  From 1965 until the early 1980s,  Singapore’s economy 
grew by at least 10 per cent annually [ǈǲǃǤǴǮƨĜç
Ʃ Ɗ Ó ~ v Ʀ Ɩ Ƥ Ʋ 1 0 % � ũ ƚ Ʈ ƚ Ɲ ] .ƉƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇƇ
The state-led [¨�ƻWũƤƚƢ] developmental state 
transformed the country [XƻbƑƮƚƝ] into a 
manufacturing and service industry (ĶřÇƤǇǴǜǊÇ) 
economic power (Ĝç7ƨeƕƏX).[ note the capitalist 
development state economic model -ň¿�Ĥþw�LX
q]'(see photo of Singapore today]. 

''
'  
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Key Points: 
 '
•  Japan – By the 1980s, Japan was the No.1 economic power (Ĝç7
ƨeƕƏX) in East Asia. Reasons for Success: Japanese economic 
policies [ŷ|Ƨ;ÄĀƦöÇ¨Ė], the US-Japan alliance [±ėK
Ă] and the Cold War [,�] in East Asia, as well as Japan’s 
advantageous geographical location [¼1ƦZôĀƦ�ģ] in the 
western Pacific [ķf}à] [see maps]. 

•  South Korea [ŹX] – a military dictatorship [ǅǴǒǍƧƵƠƢ�Ēƚ
ƝŌŠƨðĳ¨Ì] until the late 1980s - the country’s economy has 
grown by a factor of 1500% [1500%�Ƨ�ũƚƝ] while per-capita 
income [���ƷE&] has increased by a factor of eight [8�Ƨ_9
ƚƝ] since 1960. South Korea had become the world’s 13th largest 
economy [�úƨ13üĄƧeƕƦĜç] a few decades after the 
Korean War [½ƅ��] (1950 to 1953).  

  
•  Taiwan [Ié] – A one party authoritarian regime [�%2ƤƏƐ¨ß
2�] until the 1980s. Became one of East Asia’s fastest growing 
economies [Ãƽǉƽƨ»Ʋ�ũƨ²ƏĜçƨ�ơ] by the 1970s. 
Gross National Product (GNP) increased by 360% between 1965 and 
1986 [XÖġõöǵGNPǶƔ1965~Ɠƶ1986~ƨŬƣ360ǚǴǋǲǓ
_9ƚƝ].  

  
•  Singapore - Strategically key location [�ûĀƧţĸƦ^�] near 

the Straits of Malacca [ǥǬǏǂäy] and vital shipping lanes [ţĸƦ
ĨŊ]. Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) [cXƨą¢�ň] and 
industrialisation [zÇ>] after independence [�	��] from the 
UK in 1965 were also very important. 
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•  Hong Kong [Ƃè] – a British colony until 1997 [1997~Ʈƣ
ƨīXƨÆÖZ]. Success based on geographical location 
[ZôĀƦ�ģ] and major port [�ĸƦè] and economic 
hub status [Z\ƨǘǟ]. Also, free trade [ħùŇ³], low 
taxation [�ĿĐ], and capitalist service economy [ň¿�Ĥ
ĀƦǇǴǜǊÇƨĜç] policies [¨Ė].  

•  Neighbouring Shenzhen [�
] in the PRC [�Į�Ö'Q
X] became a Special Economic Zone (SEZ)  (one of five in 
the PRC) in 1979 under the Reform and Opening Up program 
(see map). This also increased economic growth for Hong 
Kong. [ƂèƧŕ¢ƚƝòÚǒǮǍƨūþƩ²ƖƓƶśƱƶ
ƹƊ1979~ƧƩ�ZƨæƇƊÙżƊòäƔ�XƧƒƏƢ»0
ƨĜçï?Ƨ�nƙƹƝ'/'1978~Ƨ�XƩĜç¨Ėƻe
ƕƖō¤ƚƊƏƇƺƇƳƇƸƇƌƇ¦ŸƇū§¨ƇĖƇƍƇƻ¡Ƈ÷ƚƝ]. 

  
•  The Four Little Dragons [ƽǉƽƨUuƆ] were also seen as 

model economies [ǨǒǮĜç] in East Asia. By the 1970s, 
Chinese leaders such as Deng Xiaoping [Ţu}(ƤƐƚƵƐƬ
Ə)] (1978-1992) [see photo] wanted to imitate [�¿ƻ)Ë�
ƜƸƘƤ] their neighbours through a process of economic 
reform [Ĝç¦ŸƨǠǰǋǊ]. 

•  Another lesson was that major political reform [eƕƦ¨ß¦
Ÿ] (ex. democratisation and liberalisation [Ö�>Ƥħù>]) 
was not necessary for economic success [Ĝç�8ƨƝƱƧ
�ĸƣƦƏ]. Friendly relations [ĺSƻ�ơ] with Western 
powers [ķeX] were also viewed as helpful [�ƧĒơ] in 
terms of economic growth and stability [Ĝç�ũƤmn�]. 

'
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